SAFIRA Academy
At SAFIRA, we believe knowledge sharing and industry good practice are critical to
achieving continuous growth and driving value.
SAFIRA's Academy mission is to foster Business Agility and accelerate know-how. This includes
upskilling your organization in Business Process Management (BPM), Operational Decision
Management (ODM), Mobile technologies and delivery methodologies.
Alongside a comprehensive training offering presented in our Training Catalogue, SAFIRA Academy
delivers tailored training solutions designed and implemented according to each client's learning
needs, the trainees’ profiles and the outcomes you are looking to achieve.
Our training programs provide a weighted mix of theory and practice, technology features and
functionalities, but most important it focus on real best practices and provides real-life experience to
trainees (what really works and what doesn’t).
All the training content and courses provided by SAFIRA Academy have been designed, implemented
and thoroughly tested within our professional services practice prior to making them publically
available. This curriculum is used to train our professionals before having them integrated in project
teams all over the world. Our track record of success stories over the last 17 years speaks for itself.

Training Services
Self-Paced Virtual Training (with Tutor)
Supported by an e-Learning platform, SAFIRA Academy
provides a set of self-study resources, with tutoring by a
certified specialist as an option, so that trainees are
monitored and supported as they go through their chosen
training path.
The training content made available in these courses has
been developed for remote learning, with specific
techniques to maximize the learning process’ outcomes
and allow knowledge acquisition via theory and practice, with interactive materials, exercises and
evaluations. Having the flexibility to define the learning pace and schedule, eliminating displacement
and minimizing out-of-office periods, are some of the advantages of this training model.
Face-to-Face Training
Delivered by certified specialists and professionals with
extensive delivery and development experience. These
face-to-face courses represent a great opportunity to
acquire an enriched, broad and detailed learning
experience.
These courses can be tailored to specific profiles and
aligned with your objectives. We create an environment
where theory and practice come together, illustrated with
war stories and real-life experience sharing, enabling trainees to get a very vivid training experience.

About us
Founded in 1997 and integrated with
KPMG in 2014, SAFIRA is an IT Professional
Services firm known for transforming the
way organizations do business with
Smarter Process.
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Training Catalogue Extract
BPM Training
 Understanding BPM Methodology &
Good Practices
 Business Process Discovery & Analysis w/
IBM Blueworks Live
 Business Process Modeling w/ BPMN 2.0
 IBM BPM v8.x Development
 IBM Blueworks Live for Developers
 IBM BPM v8.x Analysis
 IBM Blueworks Live for Analysts
 IBM BPM v8.x Administration
ODM & Mobile Training
 IBM ODM v8.x Development
 IBM Worklight 6.0 Development
“The training sessions are delivered in a very
interactive approach, creating engaging
sessions”; “Learning was easy!”; “It was great
to have demonstrations, practical exercises
and so much dialog!”
Rui Palma, CIO
Açoreana Insurance, Portugal

“The training was excellent and
professionally delivered. Excellent content
and very easy to follow, with very good
exercises. Both trainers had very good grasp
of the English language and were able to
handle tough questions. I believe in certain
areas it exceeded our expectations.”
Tahir Mehmood
DMG Manager, Techtronic Industries, UK

Formal Certification
SAFIRA is an IBM Premier Business Partner. This means that our staff hold several hundred formal
certifications in IBM Smarter Process and other technologies and also certifies that our training
programs are aligned with IBM’s requirements and standards.
We are committed to adding value to your team.
Send us an e-mail to ptkpmg@kpmg.com or call us at +351 210 938 210, and ask for a tailored training
program to develop your organization's skills in BPM, ODM and Mobile. | www.safira.pt/go/academy
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